CEOs are ready
to fund a sustainable
transformation
Sustainability tops business priorities globally,
but executives face challenges collecting data
and measuring impact. How will they turn climate
optimism into meaningful progress?

Many executives
are prioritizing
sustainability...

72%

Executives identify
ESG initiatives as a
top organizational
priority, on par
with evolving
or adjusting
business models

…and they’re
investing close
to 10% of their
budget on
sustainability

of executives
attend almost
5 sustainability
meetings
per quarter...

executives are willing to grow their business in
63% ofa way
that is sustainable for the planet, even if it

...and are willing to
do what it takes

means lower revenue in the near future

Almost half

58% Millennial

of executives are willing to
tie compensation to
sustainability goals

49% Gen X

Millennials are
leading the way

17% Boomer

But despite their ambition,
real measures of impact are lacking

... only 36% of businesses
have some sort of
measurement in place for
their sustainability efforts...

While nearly all have
at least one program
in place to advance
sustainability initiatives...

...and only 17% are using
that measurement to
optimize based on results

96%

Businesses across
industries struggle
to quantify their
sustainability efforts...

Healthcare and
Manufacturing companies
are more likely to not have
a strategy in place

While Technology, Telco,
Media and Financial services
are more likely to already be
measuring and optimizing

65%
agree they want to
advance sustainability
efforts, but no one knows
how to actually do it

Some industries are farther along than others

...and without accurate measurement, it’s hard
to report genuine progress

58% agree that:

This sentiment
jumps to 72%
in North America

“Green hypocrisy exists - my
organization has overstated their
sustainability efforts”

87%

To change this, executives
want more transparency
and opportunity...

82%

agree that if business leaders can
be more honest about the issues
they face with becoming more
environmentally sustainable, they
can make meaningful progress

of executives wish
they had more
room to prioritize
sustainability

...to overcome
their top barriers

Top barriers to achieving true sustainability:

Lack of
investment in the
right technology

Lack of
understanding
or education

Relentless
focus on
growth/profit

Lack of
budget/cost

3 out of 4 executives

believe that sustainability
can drive powerful
business transformations

Lack of
regulatory
incentives

High-growth companies invest more in
sustainability programs across the board
than low-growth companies

If executives can
overcome challenges,
sustainability can be a
powerful growth driver...

Technology and sustainability are the
top two areas where executives plan
to increase investment in 2022

In LATAM and EMEA
planned investments in
sustainability is even higher

(62%; 55%)

ways executives believe
technology will help them:

…so they’re looking
to technology
to accelerate
a sustainable
transformation

Technology innovation is the
top area executives believe will
impact the sustainable growth
of their organization and of the
planet at large

#1

The top three

(66%; 60%)

#3

#2

Measure and report
on the impact of
their efforts

Share their efforts
more broadly

#1

Transform
operations

With the majority of executives saying their organization is merely in
the planning or early implementation phase of sustainability programs,

it’s time to get started

Google Cloud can help make your digital
transformation a sustainable one.
Run your business
on the cleanest
cloud in the industry

Give your business
climate insights to
increase resilience

Make it easy for
your developers to
build sustainably

Help your employees
live and work
more sustainably

This study was conducted by The Harris Poll on behalf of Google Cloud from December 21, 2021 to January 8, 2022,
among 1,491 executives across 16 markets. All respondents worked at the C-Suite or VP level.
All respondents also worked in one of the following industries: Financial services; Retail/CPG; Healthcare or life sciences;
Manufacturing or heavy industry; Technology, Telecommunication, Media, Entertainment, or Gaming; Supply chain and logistics.

